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Non-Linear Primary Control Mapping for
Droop-Like Behavior of Microgrid Systems

Martin Legry , Member, IEEE, Jean-Yves Dieulot ,

Frédéric Colas , Member, IEEE, Christophe Saudemont , and Olivier Ducarme

Abstract—Interconnecting microgrids in LV power system
presents appealing features such as self-healing or power quality.
When networked microgrids are not connected to a strong utility
grid, their Point of Common Coupling (PCC) voltage and their
power reserves vary with the operating point. An external droop
control architecture is proposed that allows active and reactive
power sharing among the different microgrids, thereby stabilizing
the system frequency and PCC voltage, and the maximum achiev-
able droop gains are supplied. Next, the design of appropriate
primary controllers for the Distributed Energy Resources inside
each microgrid allows to achieve a specified aggregated external
droop controller at the connection point with little communica-
tion requirements. This methodology is applied to a modified
CIGRE benchmark and shows good results while keeping a
standard decentralized control architecture.

Index Terms—Networked microgrids, DER primary control,
nonlinear primary control, PCC doop control.

NOMENCLATURE

R Set of grid nodes
Rd Set of inverter-controlled nodes
ω System frequency
ωn Nominal system frequency
Vi Voltage magnitude of node i
Vn

i Nominal voltage magnitude of node i
θi Phase angle of node i
Pi Qi Active and reactive power at node i
P0

i Q0
i Initial active and reactive power at node i

(·)g
i Variable (·) related to the generation at node i

(·)l
i Variable (·) related to the load at node i

Pref
i Qref

i Active and reactive power references at node i
kp

pcc Active power droop coefficient at PCC
kq

pcc Reactive power droop coefficient at PCC
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Gij Bij Real and imaginary part of the bus admittance
matrix of the line ij

Sbase Apparent base power
�Pi�Qi Modulated active and reactive power at node i
(·) Maximum allowed of variable
(·) Minimum allowed of variable
ˆ(·) Expected value of variable (·).

λp λq Weighting factors.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROGRIDS are considered as a way to increase the
penetration of renewable Distributed Energy Resources

(DER) [1]. They are able to work in islanded mode or support-
ing a distribution grid. The traditional hierarchy of controllers
in a standard microgrid has three layers [2]. The primary con-
trol, generally droop-based, is designed to stabilize the grid
frequency and voltage by using only local measurements and
local DER controllers. The secondary control of the microgrid
is an Energy Management System which yields the refer-
ences of the primary control and is commonly achieved by
optimization-based algorithms. The purpose of tertiary control
is to manage the power flow between the microgrid and the
utility grid and coordinate, whenever appropriate, the oper-
ation of grid-connected microgrids. The interconnection of
several microgrids to form a networked microgrid system
presents appealing features such as self-healing capabilities,
load control or power quality to the distribution grids [3].
However, the interactions and cooperation between microgrids
or more generally clusters with DER and local intelligence
in such a system make think microgrid control anew [4].
Cooperation and tertiary control may enable market bidding
and energy-based transactions. It has been largely covered by
the literature as a reformulation of the classical unit commit-
ment (UC) or economic dispatch (ED) optimization problem,
see for example [5], [6], [7] and the references therein. Unlike
the case of the connection to a strong grid which is well-
covered in the literature, the problem is to find how power can
be shared among networked weak microgrids. Primary control
and automatic control of the power flow through tie lines are
of major concerns. This task can be completed by back-to-
back converters [8] or smart transformers [9], [10], [11] at the
expense of microgrids cost and converters losses. However,
for networked microgrids, one can use static switches and syn-
chronization routines at the price of weak flexibility to manage
the interface which is the alternative this paper focuses on.
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Fig. 1. General synoptic of droop-like behaviour of the PCC by optimally tuning local non linear primary controllers — (1) flexibility aggregation, (2) virtual
PCC droop gains, (3) local control laws synthesis.

Nonetheless, creating a networked microgrid system may lead
to changes in power flows and increase losses and the cost of
energy. References [12] and [13] proposed a routine to adapt
the power sharing among supporting microgrids. The algo-
rithm computes new droop coefficients, according to the mis-
match between the total and desired flows of the tie-line, while
ensuring the stability and the consistency of the decentralized
local droops. Reference [14] introduced an adaptive modified
droop for controlling frequency, when connected through a
tie-line converter or for networked microgrids. Still, no spe-
cific attention was given to the PCC behavior. Reference [15]
proposed a Model Predictive hierarchical controller which
embeds a Virtual Power Plant (VPP) into the frequency con-
trol scheme. The primary control allocates the power demand
between the different levers using an optimization routine,
but the internal power system is neglected in the model.
Reference [16] designed a joint economic dispatch and power
flow optimization which minimizes a reference tracking cost
and providing a synthesis of the local control laws for each
DER. However, the algorithm requires to receive an external
signal from an independent operator and no implicit behav-
ior is enforced at the PCC. Reference [17] introduced the
Technical VPP (TVPP) as an extension of the VPP concept
that aggregates and models the characteristics of a system with
DERs. Still, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no further
publications deal with an automatic control of the primary con-
trol for TVPP. In the literature, nothing is proposed to enforce
any specific power sharing policy at the microgrid PCC. One
of the most promising methods aims to define local controls of
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) units [18].
The objective is to determine the ON/OFF triggers of HVAC
according to frequency references. Under comfort and over
actuation constraints, the algorithm results into a virtual P-f

droop curve of HVAC aggregation. As for every direct load
control modulation of active power, it is based on ON/OFF
triggers that do not consider DER control. In order to obtain
a specific behavior at the PCC and to ensure a power shar-
ing policy, a first solution would be to consider a centralized
supervision strategy based on an external signal. Instead, this
paper proposes a hierarchical framework using load and gener-
ation flexibilities to optimally tune non linear local controllers
in order to provide an automatic primary response at the PCC.
The general principle is depicted in Fig. 1. The general capa-
bility of the microgrid is estimated (I), and based on global
coordination and capabilities, the maximum achievable droop
gains at the PCC are obtained (II). Finally, the primary control
laws are determined to enforce the specific droop-like behavior
at the PCC (III).

The resulting control structure exhibits the following advan-
tages and novelties:

• No external signal is required at the PCC to enforce a
microgrid primary controller;

• The primary response at the PCC is optimally distributed
among the flexibilities (DERs) considering their het-
erogeneities, constraints and limitations. The nonlinear
primary control of the DERs requires only the PCC volt-
age and frequency signals, and is quite different from the
conventional local droop architecture;

• The external operator (DSO or coordinator) only requires
to know the capabilities and the behavior enforced at the
PCC, preserving data and operating privacy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
based on an extension of the literature on the flexibility
aggregation, a routine to determine the global flexibility for
different voltage is proposed in Section II which yields the
microgrid capabilities and droop gains. Section III addresses
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Fig. 2. Flexibility aggregation routine for variable PCC voltage.

the synthesis of the nonlinear mapping of the active and reac-
tive power of each DER as an optimal problem. Finally, the
proposed framework is validated by simulation in Section IV
on a modified European LV distribution benchmark network.

The proposed methodology aims to support active and reac-
tive powers at the PCC within the framework of primary
control mechanism. Usually, this action takes place within
few seconds, for at least few minutes. A recent update of the
German grid codes requires a change in the reactive power
set point to be reached in 6 to 60 seconds [19]. The follow-
ing developments consider a three-phase balanced network and
assume the voltage to be a true sine wave, and therefore, the
PCC distortions and power electronics non-linearities are not
considered.

II. PCC BEHAVIOR OF NETWORKED MICROGRIDS

A. Flexibility Aggregation and Equivalent PQ Diagram

Microgrid operators must be able to quantify the reserves of
the system in a similar manner that for a single inverter through
a capability diagram. Therefore, based on the unitary capabil-
ity diagrams, the routine presented in Fig. 2 aims to determine
the aggregated capability at the PCC for each microgrid.
Fortunately, a number of recent papers have addressed this
point when a sub-part of a grid is connected to a distri-
bution grid with a nonlinear formulation of the power flow

Fig. 3. Capability diagram of a 2-flexibility microgrid.

Fig. 4. Unitary flexibility diagrams.

problem [20] or based on a linearization of the Optimal Power
Flow (OPF) equations [21]. However, in Low Voltage and
weak power systems, PCC voltages are highly fluctuating,
and, in turn, any change in the power injections from the
microgrid to the external network will induce in a change
in the PCC voltage, due to the power sharing between the
networked microgrids. This behavior is highlighted in Fig. 3
which presents a diagram for a simple 2-flexibility microgrid.
Therefore, in networked microgrid systems, the aggregation of
flexibilities should consider a wide range of PCC voltages and
should be estimated in real time. Hence, the aggregation rou-
tines proposed in the aforementioned papers has been updated
to the case where the PCC voltage varies. Specifically, the
method proposed in [20] can be easily extended. First, an
OPF estimates the maximum and minimum reachable active
and reactive powers at the PCC. This results in four cou-
ples (Pi, Qi) with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. In a second step, an OPF
minimizes

αPi+1
pcc , and i ≥ 4, α ∈ {1,−1}.

The reactive power is constrained to the mean value of the
reactive power between two successive points Qi+1

pcc = 0.5 ×
(Qi

pcc − Qi−1
pcc ). Then, the minimum or maximum active power

can be found respectively for α = 1 and α = −1. The algo-
rithm iterates for each new pair of points until the distance
between two successive points is less than a prescribed tol-
erance, and the routine is repeated for the full range of PCC
voltages. The resulting figure is a diagram that maps the active
and reactive power flexibilities according to the voltage at the
PCC. The flexibilities are assumed to be ideal and character-
ized by a unitary PQ diagram (see Fig. 4) and their dynamics
are discarded. These diagrams may present slight differences,
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Fig. 5. Global architecture and coordination of networked microgrids.

such as for the wind turbine generators, or synchronous gener-
ators in which the excitation systems may reduce the reactive
power capabilities [22]. However, the diagrams are not signifi-
cantly modified, and the proposed methodology remains valid
as long as the diagrams are convex, which is generally the
case. Type 1 represents an ideal energy storage system (ESS),
constrained by its output current, type 2 represents a renewable
system, able to de-rate its output power, type 3 models a con-
ventional generator (see [23, Figs. 1 and 2]), constrained by
its output current and by a minimal output active power, and
type 4 models a flexible load. Finally, the modified algorithm
is depicted in Fig. 2.

B. Architecture and Coordination of Networked Microgrids
System

To discuss the architecture and the coordination technique
between the microgrids is beyond the scope of this paper.
Still, Fig. 5 exhibits the architecture considered in the fol-
lowing with a coordination agent that assesses the stability of
the networked microgrid system to determine the necessary
behavior at the different PCCs according to classical criteria
(such as the N–1 situation). These gains can also be obtained
through a different architecture, such as consensus-based [24].
In both cases, the specified behavior at the PCCs is assumed
to be sufficient to ensure the stability of the whole networked
microgrids system. The choice between conventional or oppo-
site droop control at the PCC indeed depends on the Rext versus
Xext ratio of the transmission line between the microgrid PCC
and the external network. Numerous low voltage cables or
lines favour the use of opposite droop control that relates the
active power to the voltage deviation and the reactive power
to the frequency deviation. However, [25] and [26] pointed
out that conventional droop relations are suitable for low volt-
age network due to the indirect coupling between the active
power and the frequency and between the reactive power and
the voltage magnitude. Finally, it is important to remark that
the choice of the droop relations we want to enforce at the PCC
only changes the relations and the virtual droop coefficients in
the objective function. In the remainder it is assumed that the

stability is ensured with a conventional droop law at the PCCs:

Ppcc − Pref
pcc = −kp

pcc.
(
ω − ωn),

Qpcc − Qref
pcc = −kq

pcc.
(

Vpcc − Vn
pcc

)
. (1)

C. Variable PCC Droop Control for Weak Networks

In this section a method to determine the maximum achiev-
able droop gains kp

pcc and kq
pcc is proposed. These gains can be

found by considering the active and reactive power margins at
the PCC and the frequency and the voltage deviations. Voltage
and frequency deviations must remain within a tolerance band
of five percent (see [27] type B). To support the droop gains
computation, the following values are defined:

P+
flex = max

(
Ppcc|Qpcc = Q0

pcc

)
− P0

pcc,

P−
flex = min

(
Ppcc|Qpcc = Q0

pcc

)
− P0

pcc,

Q+
flex = max

(
Qpcc|Ppcc = P0

pcc

)
− Q0

pcc,

Q−
flex = min

(
Qpcc|Ppcc = P0

pcc

)
− Q0

pcc, (2)

where P+
flex and P−

flex are the maximum active power that the
microgrid is able to modulate, and (Ppcc|Qpcc = Q0

pcc) denotes
the active power Ppcc when the reactive power at the PCC is
equal to its initial value Q0

pcc. The same holds for the reactive
power. The arrows on Fig. 3 exhibit the power margins from
an initial situation without any power exchange between the
microgrid and the external network.

Therefore, the droop gains at the PCC are as follows:

kp+
pcc = P+

flex

ω − ωn
,

kp−
pcc = P−

flex

ωn − ω
. (3)

In the remainder, without loss of generality, the droop is
assumed to be symmetric, that is to say kp

pcc = min(kp+
pcc, kp−

pcc),

and kq
pcc = min(kq+

pcc, kq−
pcc). In addition, conventional con-

ditions for stability hold. The power sharing strategy that
generates the networked microgrids droop gains is out of the
scope of this paper; our method aims to calculate the maximum
droop gain that can be actually achieved for a microgrid. We
refer the interested readers to [28] and [29] and the references
therein for more in-depth details on droop stability.

Finally, the operating area defined by the droop control (1)
is a rectangle as can be seen in Fig. 6. However, some small
regions of the rectangle are outside of the capability diagram
(hatched areas in Fig. 6) which means that the corresponding
operating point cannot be reached. A solution would have been
to reduce drastically the active and reactive power margins.
This would generate a smaller rectangle that would fit into the
capability diagram, thereby yielding lower maximum achiev-
able droop coefficients. However, the methodology detailed in
the next section proposes to handle this situation through the
formulation of an objective function.
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Fig. 6. Resulting operating region of a 2-flexibility microgrid with
Vpcc = 0.97 pu.

III. EXTERNAL DROOP CONTROL ACHIEVEMENT VIA

DER LOCAL CONTROLLER SYNTHESIS

A. Structure of Local Control Laws

The local controllers of the flexibilities of a microgrid
are the only degrees of freedom which enable to enforce a
droop-like behavior at the PCC (3), which considers only the
frequency and PCC voltage. Hence, a new methodology is
required to determine the primary control laws of the DERs fi
and gi, that will be based on these two variables, contrary to
the traditional local droop controllers that use the local node
voltages. The resulting mapping will be nonlinear because of
the power flow equations:

Pg
i = Pref

i + fi
(
ω, Vpcc

)
,

Qg
i = Qref

i + gi
(
ω, Vpcc

)
. (7)

By combining the conventional power flow equations to
the desired behavior at the PCC (4) and the control laws at
the inverter nodes, the microgrid system can be represented
by (4)-(6), as shown at the bottom of the page.

B. Optimal Tuning of DER Non-Linear Primary Control

The microgrid system presents numerous degrees of free-
dom thus, in order to determine suitable DER control laws, the
system of (4)-(6) is solved using Non Linear Programming

(NLP) methods. We recall that the DERs nonlinear primary
controllers should consider the frequency and the PCC voltage
to enforce a droop-like controller at the PCC. As the frequency
ω is a global variable shared by all nodes, the only variable
that needs to be communicated to the controllers is the PCC
voltage.

The following section presents the objective function and
constraints of the NLP.

Objective function: The function to be minimized should
consider two main objectives. The first one consists to sup-
ply the expected active and reactive power injections at the
PCC according to (1). It is important to note that the method
proposed to define the droop coefficient may lead to unreach-
able states as previously detailed. Thus, the objective function
embeds a least square problem with different weighting factors
λp and λq for the active and reactive power deviation respec-
tively, which also help to prioritize the provision of voltage
or frequency support. The second objective aims to share the
effort proportionally among the levers. This strategy avoids to
request power only from the levers which exhibit a strong cou-
pling with the PCC. Moreover, the EMS yields an economic
optimum for the steady state, for which the criterion embeds
a weighted sum of the powers quadratic deviations. Hence,
in general, proportional power sharing avoids large deviations
from a single lever and keeps the operating point close to the
economic optimum.

This results in the following objective function

J (
�ω,�Vpcc

) = λp

∥∥∥P0
pcc − kp

pcc�ω

∥∥∥
2

+ λq

∥∥∥Q0
pcc − kq

pcc�Vpcc

∥∥∥
2

+
∑

i∈Rd

(
�Pi

Pn
i

Sbase − �Ppcc

)2

+
∑

i∈Rd

(
�Qi

Qn
i

Sbase − �Qpcc

)2

, (8)

with �Pi and �Qi the active and reactive power changes of
the piloted node i ∈ Rd.

Constraints: The constraints of the NLP are the conven-
tional constraints of OPF, plus the flexibility diagrams as
detailed in the remainder of this section.

Pref
pcc − kp

pcc · (
ω − ωn) = Vpcc

∑

j∈N

Vj
(
Gpccj cos

(
θpcc − θj

) + Bpccj sin
(
θpcc − θj

))

Qref
pcc − kq

pcc ·
(

Vpcc − Vn
pcc

)
= Vpcc

∑

j∈N

Vj
(
Gpccj sin

(
θpcc − θj

) − Bpccj cos
(
θpcc − θj

))
(4)

∀i ∈ Rd

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Pref
i + fi

(
ω, Vpcc

) = Vi
∑

j∈N
Vj

(
Gij cos

(
θi − θj

) + Bij sin
(
θi − θj

))

Qref
i + gi

(
ω, Vpcc

) = Vi
∑

j∈N
Vj

(
Gij sin

(
θi − θj

) − Bij cos
(
θi − θj

)) (5)

∀i ∈ {R − Rd}

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Pk = Vk
∑

j∈N
Vj

(
Gkj cos

(
θk − θj

) + Bkj sin
(
θk − θj

))

Qk = Vk
∑

j∈N
Vj

(
Gkj sin

(
θk − θj

) − Bkj cos
(
θk − θj

)) (6)
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• Power flow model: The optimization problem considers
the power flow equations (4)-(6) as a set of constraints.
The precise model of the network with the admittance
matrix Y considers the complex nature of the internal
lines and their R versus X ratio are therefore intrinsically
considered in the resulting local control laws.

• Nodal power balance:

�Pi = �Pg
i − �Pl

i, ∀i ∈ R,

�Qi = �Qg
i − �Ql

i, ∀i ∈ R. (9)

• Voltage constraints:

Vi ≤ Vi ≤ Vi. (10)

• Unitary capability constraints: Four types of flexibility
diagrams are considered as shown in Fig. 3.
Type 1:

Pi ≤ Pg
i ≤ Pi,

(
Pg

i

)2 + (
Qg

i

)2 ≤ Si. (11)

Type 2:

0 ≤ Pg
i ≤ Pg0

i ,

−0.36 ≤ Qg
i ≤ 0.36,

−0.36 × Ptr
i − Pg

i

Ptr
i

≤ Qg
i ≤ 0.36 × Ptr

i − Pg
i

Ptr
i

, (12)

with Ptr
i , the minimal active power to provide full reactive

power support.
Type 3:

δiPi ≤ Pg
i ≤ δiPi,

(
Pg

i

)2 + (
Qg

i

)2 ≤ δiPi, (13)

with Pi and Pi, the maximal and minimal output active
power of the generator when started, and δi a Boolean
which states whether the diesel generator is running or
not. However, the start up or shut down of a type 3
flexibility is not considered.
Type 4:

Qi = Pi cos(φi). (14)

Last, there may be generating units for which the local con-
trol laws cannot be updated such as droop-controlled inverters.
For these units, an additional set of constraints accounts for
their behavior, as

Pi = Pref
i + kp

i �ω,

Qi = Qref
i + kq

i �Vi. (15)

Finally, the optimization problem can be summarized as:

min
�Pi,�Qi,i∈Rd

J
(
�ω,�Vpcc

)

s. t. (4) - (15) (16)

The overall flowchart is depicted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. DER primary control design procedure.

Fig. 8. Flexibility diagram of the 18-node modified European LV benchmark
network.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulations use a modified version of the CIGRE
European LV residential distribution network benchmark [30],
which parameters are detailed in Table II–V. The network
described in Fig. 9 includes two storage systems (type 1, see
Fig. 4), two photo-voltaic (PV) plants (type 2) and a con-
ventional generator (type 3). From now on, a positive power
indicates a generation, while a load is labeled as negative.
The external network is considered as a load at the PCC
(see Fig. 9).

The initial operating point of the microgrid is given in
Table V. Following the methodology summarized in Fig. 7,
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Fig. 9. Microgrid topology — Flexibilities and resulting primary mapping P − {ω, Vpcc} and Q − {ω, Vpcc}.

Fig. 10. Resulting active power behavior at the point of common coupling-
Ppcc − {ω, Vpcc}.

the capability diagram at the PCC (Fig. 8) can be inferred
from the flexibility diagrams of the DERs.

The shape of the capability diagram depends mainly on the
grid topology and the DERs flexibilities, but is quite robust
with respect to the initial operating point. Equation (2) gives
the power margins �P = 1.75 pu and �Q = 3.43 pu
corresponding to the rectangle centered on P0

pcc = 0.45 pu,
Q0

pcc = 0 pu. The maximum achievable droop coefficients
kp

pcc = 34.6 and kq
pcc = 68.6 are calculated from (3). The

results presented in this section consider the maximum droop
coefficients.

A. Complete Control of DERs

Fig. 10 and 11 display respectively the P − {ω, Vpcc}
and Q − {ω, Vpcc} mappings obtained by the optimal tuning
method of Section III-B, which are almost linear. When the
operating point is outside of the PCC capability diagram,

Fig. 11. Resulting reactive power behavior at the point of common coupling
- Qpcc − {ω, Vpcc}.

the corresponding active power injection deviates significantly
from the expected linear PCC droop control law, while the
reactive power injection is barely affected. This situation
occurs for under frequency and extreme PCC voltages (left
part of Fig. 8).

Fig. 9 also displays the nonlinear primary control mappings
of the DERs, depending on Vpcc and ω. The diagrams display
the active and reactive power injections scaled with a per unit
PCC power. As a general rule, we can see that the control
effort is shared proportionally among the levers. Each nonlin-
ear control mapping can be interpreted consistently with the
characteristics of the LV network and the operating constraints.
A first remark is that the network is mainly resistive ( X

R < 1).
Hence, only a limited number of DERs exhibit a strong cou-
pling between their active powers and the grid frequency.
Specifically, an important share of the required active power
at the PCC is allocated to node 2, and the corresponding dia-
grams are rather similar. This induces a strong constraint on
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TABLE I
INFLUENCE OF λp AND λq ON THE PCC POWER INJECTIONS

Fig. 12. Resulting active and reactive power behavior at the point of common
coupling - Ppcc − {ω, Vpcc} and Qpcc − {ω, Vpcc}.

TABLE II
INITIAL OPERATING POINT

TABLE III
DER PARAMETERS

the reactive power at node 2, which in turn drives to distribute
the reactive power at the PCC among the other levers. As a
result, the reactive power diagrams at nodes 6, 8, 11 and 15
exhibit a shape which is rather similar to that of the PCC
reactive power diagram.

A number of saturation constraints explain the behavior at
the extreme areas of some diagrams. At node 2, the reactive
power is limited by the type 1 diagram constraints, which
enlightens the behavior for under frequency. Conversely, the
type 2 diagram at nodes 8 and 11 constrains the reactive power
generation. The generator at node 15 cannot be shut down and
the active power is nonzero even for frequencies over 1.04 pu.
Finally, the microgrid voltage constraints limits the reactive
power generation for the solar panels when the PCC voltage
is close to 1 pu. and extreme frequencies (note that the PV
active power is not curtailed).

TABLE IV
LINE PARAMETERS

TABLE V
LINE CHARACTERISTICS

When the operating point is outside of the PCC capability
diagram, it is interesting to focus on the impact of λp and λq

on the active and reactive power provision. λp and λq weigh
respectively the priority to frequency or voltage support in
the criterion defined in (8). Table I presents the active and
reactive power injections at the PCC for different ratio λq

λp
and

a specified operating point Ppcc = 2.189 pu, Qpcc = 2.678 pu
which lies outside the diagram. It can be seen that a high ratio
(higher than 10) generates a small reactive and a high active
power error. The converse holds for a small ratio. A ratio of
1 minimizes the error on the apparent power.

B. Inclusion of Non-Controlled DER

In the first test case, each of the flexibilities were entirely
controlled both in active and in reactive power injections. In
this second test case, the reactive power support at node 8 is
assumed to be controlled by a linear local control law, namely
a reactive power droop. The local droop coefficient can be
inferred from the reactive power capacity of the PV inverters
(±0.36 pu, see Fig. 4) and results in a linear gain of 7.2.

Fig. 12 presents the resulting behavior of the PCC. On over-
all, the behavior remains linear, as expected for a droop-like
PCC. The changes appear on the reactive power injection of
the PV at node 6. Fig. 13 presents the voltage node 8 (left)
and the resulting reactive power injection (right), according
to the specified local droop gain. It is interesting to point out
that the voltage at node 6 resulting from the optimization rou-
tine is mostly dependent of the system frequency and of the
active power injections within the micro-grid. Last, the cor-
responding reactive power is modulated based on the local
voltage which does not represent the PCC voltage. This effect
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Fig. 13. Voltage node (left) and reactive power injection (right) at node 6
as function of the system frequency and PCC voltage3.

can be explained by the low X
R ratio and the inverse coupling,

compared to conventional power system, for which the droop
mechanism has been established. This highlights the inabil-
ity of usual droop relations to enforce accurately the specified
behavior at the PCC.

V. CONCLUSION

A new external droop algorithm has been proposed to
achieve the primary control of networked multi-microgrids
with multiple DERs. This hierarchical framework only
requires the frequency and the PCC voltage signals. The PCC
capability diagrams, which vary with the PCC voltage can be
found from the grid model and DERs capability diagrams,
and the maximum achievable droop gains are computed using
power margins. Next, an OPF generates new nonlinear pri-
mary control laws of the DERs which achieve the desired
behavior at the PCC, while sharing fairly the control effort
among the levers. The results obtained with a modified CIGRE
benchmark are consistent with intuitive rules.

Further works will focus on the case of a microgrid con-
nected through more than one PCC to one or more external
power systems. The estimation of the microgrid capabilities at
the PCC can be extended to the case of a microgrid with two
or more PCCs. The objective function can be upgraded and
embeds weighting factors which will correspond to an allo-
cation of the flexibilities between the different PCCs. Once
the PCC PQ diagrams are obtained, the last step in which the
local control laws are computed remains the same as in this
paper.

The proposed algorithm can consider the uncertainties in
both steps of the methodology that is the estimation of the
microgrid capabilities at the PCC and the tuning of the local
control laws. First, regarding the estimation of the microgrid
capabilities at the PCC, the uncertainties can directly be han-
dled by embedding the probability density functions in the
optimization routine. This results in an additional dimension
of the capability diagram (that is, a three dimensional diagram)
which captures the probability of the microgrid to be able to
modulate its active and reactive power flows. Second, address-
ing the uncertainties in the computation of the local control
laws requires to change the optimization problem. A linear
microgrid network should be considered in order to ensure the
global convergence of a confidence level optimization problem
as proposed in [31]. The consideration of the uncertainties is

a major concern for power system operations and represents
the major perspectives of this work.
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